
The wind of the world
Collaborative art project that aims to show a holistic vision of the world through the aesthetic 
interpretation of a meteorological phenomenon: the wind.
Link to the advertisement of the project

 The wind of the world is a collaborative project of the art collective The Mutual Society 
of Arts that involves people around the world who wish to take part in the project as co-au-
thors. The goal is to create a movie made from fragments of 59 second video recorded by each 
of the participants from different parts of the planet having the wind as the protagonist.
 The website http://www.thewindoftheworld.com has been created in order to collect 
these fragments and document the status of the project. The website also includes instructions 
on how to participate, technical requirements (limited to the format and resolution and that 
the camera remains still), as well as videos that are received and a map with its location.
 The project started at the end of February 2015 and it has grown to one hundred vi-
deos from all five continents, from places as diverse as Japan, China, Panama, South Africa, the 
Cook Islands (thanks to the Honorary Consul of Spain, Susana Conesa Aylagas) or the Antarctica 
(thanks to Jordi Felipe and Arkaitz Yurrita of the Spanish Base Juan Carlos I in the Antarctica) as 
well as videos from more than thirty countries.

 The ultimate goal of the project is to make a 24-hour film collecting all the videos re-
ceived. The authorship will be shared by all participants. The installation will consist of two 
screens, the first one will exhibit[] the film and the second one will display the location where 
each video was recorded at.
 As the objective involves getting about 1500 videos that meet the requirements and that 
will be evenly distributed across the planet, we need the project to be  mentioned by/in the 
mass media so we can reach the maximum number of people that are either directly interested 
in take part or know someone who is far away and wants to take part.
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Map with the location of the videos (18-01-2016)

http://www.thewindoftheworld.com/about/the-ad/
http://www.thewindoftheworld.com
http://www.thewindoftheworld.com/about/archives/


The project has three fundamental discursive or conceptual threads.

1. The Butterfly Effect.

“The flapping of a butterfly in Brazil can produce a tornado in Texas”, the famous phrase that 
meteorologist Edward Norton Lorenz included in a lecture given on December 29, 1972 in a ses-
sion of the annual meeting of the AAAS (American Association for the Advancement of Science), 
illustrates how the non-linear dynamic systems, such as weather, are difficult to predict. These 
systems, which are studied by chaos theory, are characterized by their sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions, therefore small initial modifications can lead to completely different results.
 The project aims to make a poetic visualization of the chaos theory with an emphasis on 
how this unpredictability of the system shows the intimate interconnection of natural phenome-
na, here: atmospheric ones, and by extension any system based on relations between their par-
ties, including the social and personal ones. Thus the quest for relationship among the different 
videos included in the project, raises reflection on the interdependence among the different 
“moments of wind”, located throughout the world. Fragments of wind that could be interpreted 
as different moments of the same stream that, metaphorically, travels the world and whose ma-
terializations in each place are unpredictable, not only because of the difference of weather but 
also because of the creative approach of each participant.

2. Collective creation.

 This leads us to consider the project as a collective creation in which the participants, not 
necessarily professional artists, bring their particular approach. With the unique requirements 
of the horizontal format and the stillness of the camera within 59 seconds, the multiple variables 
(the selection of the motif, the framing and the date, day and year) provide different approaches 
to a relatively simple reference: the wind.
 So The Mutual Society of Arts works as a catalyst in which all participants are the authors 
of the project (their names are listed as such), whose final output, as in non-linear dynamic sys-
tems, it is unpredictable.
 Therefore, the project aims to question the concept of authorship and seek a kind of 
artwork that emphasises the content more (i.e. focussing on what), rather than authorship (i.e. 
focussing on who).
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3. Watching the wind.

 We are interested in dynamic systems, subject of study by the chaos theory, because its 
unpredictability but also because of their interdependent nature, by the intimate connection 
among the different variables of the system. In that sense, the project wishes to provide a diver-
se vision of the world, but at the same time a holistic one. 
 Again we find here the powerful idea that suggests that it is the same stream of wind 
which is captured in his tour of the world if one is attentive enough and looking  carefully.
 In this sense, the duration chosen for each fragment, 59 seconds, is long enough to force 
the beholder to an unusual contemplation of reality in everyday experience. 59 seconds wat-
ching wind involves stopping purposefully in the course of daily life, switching ones perception 
from a “daily” mode to a “aesthetic” one through the vision of a phenomenon in a conditions of 
observation that force us to stop our thinking and gaze at the small details, makes us one with 
the flow caused by the wind, the branch that is moved, the waving flag...
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 The Mutual Society of Arts, http:www.lamutuaartistica.com, is a collective formed by 
José Vicente Martín and Iván Albalate and was founded in the year 2013 with the intention of re-
flecting on a new model of conceiving art creation, result of new modes of transmission of ideas 
and new digital media. A new context of reception of the work generated by the “environments 
and interactive technologies” would join to concepts, like the “instant transmission of informa-
tion” and the “dissolution of the original talisman” that allow to advance the active participation 
of the spectator. These three aspects: ubiquity, dissolution and participation define the vector of 
the new model of conception of art work. It is not about the disappearance of the figure of the 
artist promoted by the failed democratization of the avant-garde, but a new figure of artist that 
focuses its objectives in the design of aesthetic experiences that produce meaning. A return to 
the transcendence, in search of a meaningful experience whose means of implementation are 
various and not definitive.
 Therefore, the works of The Mutual Society of Arts are based more on the idea of project 
and its possibilities than on a formal and closed vision of art. This way, The Mutual Society began 
as a bank of ideas for art projects. These projects are shared through the web site to be develo-
ped by other artists or entrusted to the own The Mutual Society. Likewise, The Mutual Society 
proposes art projects to be performed in collaborative way with other artists, which includes the 
first of them, The Wind of the World.
 Previously, its project “Let’s be honest to ourselves” (electronic device and video https:vi-
meo.com102851730) was awarded in the international contest EAC 2014 EAC. XIV International 
Meetings of Contemporary Art.
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Let be honest (excerpt), 2014 
Video stills 

Bubble (excerpt), 2014 
3D Print out and other mixed media

http:www.lamutuaartistica.com
https:vimeo.com102851730
https:vimeo.com102851730

